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Abstract—Synchronization is a complex task in uplink Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiple Access
(OFDMA) for Mobile WiMax as each user presents different Carrier Frequency Offsets (CFO).
Synchronization begins with the CFO estimation and followed by the compensation of residual CFO
present in the received signal. This paper deals with various techniques in time and frequency domains to
compensate the effect of CFO on the received signal for different estimation techniques. SImple time
domain MultiUser Interference Cancellation (SIMUIC) performs in time domain. It employs delays in the
compensation of CFO while synchronizing the last user. Decorrelation Successive Interference
Cancellation (DC-SC) and Integrated Estimation and Compensation (IEC) perform in frequency domain
for the compensation of CFO. These approaches are more complex for Inter-Carrier Interference (ICI)
cancellation. In this paper, we propose a new efficient CFO compensation technique in frequency domain
for different estimation methods. This technique is a modified version of IEC for reducing the CFO effect
on the received signal with lesser computations. Simulation results show that the modified IEC performs
better than SIMUIC, DC-SC and IEC for different estimation methods.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiple Access (OFDMA) is one of the multiple access schemes for
future wireless broadband and high-speed networks. It provides high data rate and meets the required
Quality of Service (QoS).

Mobile WiMax [1] employs OFDMA in uplink for achieving high data rate in wireless broadband
network. In OFDMA, the total available subcarriers are grouped and each group assigns to a particular active
user with one of the subcarrier assignment strategies. OFDMA is more prone to Carrier Frequency Offsets
(CFO) owing to fluctuations in the frequencies at transmitter or receiver and the Doppler shift. Since each
user has different CFO, synchronization becomes more difficult in OFDMA [2–5].

CFO leads to two types of interferences, namely, MultiUser Interference (MUI) and Inter Symbol
Interference (ISI). MUI occurs due to the interference from subcarriers of another user. Inter-Carrier
Interference (ICI) occurs due to the interference between their own subcarriers. Hence, synchronization is
more critical in uplink OFDMA for mobile WiMax. It includes the CFO estimation for available active users
in the system, and estimated CFOs [6, 7] compensate the effect of the appropriate offsets. An important task
lies in the fact that there is a need to design a synchronization method, which can produce a good
performance.

This paper deals with various techniques to compensate CFO effect on the received signal in time and
frequency domains. SImple time domain MultiUser Interference Cancellation (SIMUIC) method operates in
time domain. The synchronization of the last user is performed after all other users are demodulated. Hence,
it takes larger time delay to compensate CFO during synchronization of the last user.

Decorrelation Successive Interference Cancellation (DC-SC) and Integrated Estimation and
Compensation (IEC) techniques [8] are the frequency domain approaches designed to compensate the CFO
effect on the received signal. In DC-SC, the decorrelation method reduces ICI and the successive
interference cancellation method reduces MUI.
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The main issue in DC-SC is that there will be an error in the estimated CFO that is called residual
frequency offset (RFO). IEC is an iterative [9] approach of DC-SC where the compensated output is fed back
to the estimation stage for correcting the RFO. DC-SC and IEC have a more complex method for ICI
cancellation. This technique is a modified version of IEC, which reduces the number of computations
without any degradation of performance.

The remaining part of the paper is structured as follows. The next section includes the system model and
discusses the effect of CFO on received signal. The third section explains the Data Aided Phase Incremental
Technique (DA-PIT) method for estimating CFO, the time and frequency domain approaches for
compensation. The proposed compensation approach is explained in the fourth section. The fifth section
discusses the simulation results and section 6 presents the conclusions.

2. SYSTEM MODEL

In this paper, we consider K users and N subcarriers in OFDMA for uplink Mobile WiMax system. Here,
we use block subcarrier assignment strategy to allocate groups of subcarriers to active users.

Each active user knows the subcarrier assignment strategy at the base station. The value of Ni is the set of
subcarriers allocated to the ith user and there are no common subcarriers between any two different active
users such that
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Each active user modulates its own subcarriers with independent and identically distributed symbols
bearing information taken from a finite number of constellations. The value of Ng denotes the length of
Cyclic Prefix (CP) that appends in front of each symbol for reducing ISI.

At the receiver side, signal y n( )after removing the cyclic prefix, in discrete time domain is represented as
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where y n y y y N( ) { ( ), ( ), , ( )}� �0 1 1� denotes the received signal, “*” denotes convolution,
h l h h h h Li i i i i( ) { ( ), ( ), ( ), , ( )}� �0 1 1 1� indicates the impulse response of L-tap multipath channel for the ith

active user, w(n) represents the complex white Gaussian noise with variance � 2
, and� i f f� 	 / sub denotes

the normalized CFO of the ith active user.

We consider the perfect synchronization in time domain and estimates the CFO for the users in uplink.
These estimated CFOs are available at receiver side and Discrete Fourier transform (DFT) is performed on
received signal y(n) in (2).

The output at the kth subcarrier Y k( ) in discrete frequency domain is given as follows:
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where X u H ui i( ), ( ), andW ki ( ) are the DFTs of x ni ( ), h ni ( ), and w ni ( ), respectively. The var C represents
the interference of the uth subcarrier on kth subcarrier due to frequency offset � i for the ith active user.

The interference C of the uth subcarrier on the kth subcarrier due to frequency offset� i for ith active user,
is given as
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The DFT of L-tap multipath channel response h li ( ) for the ith active user is H ki ( ) and it is given as
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Assuming ( )k N i
 , the kth subcarrier information for the ith user is written as
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The first term in (6) X k H k C u ki i i( ) ( ) ( , , )� represents the desired signal of the ith active user combined
with its multipath channel component and the interference C of the uth subcarrier on the kth subcarrier.

The second term X u H u C u ki i iu N
u k

i ( ) ( ) ( , , )�

�

� denotes ICI caused due to the interference between

their own subcarriers. The third term X u H u C u kj j ju N
j
j i

K

j
( ) ( ) ( , , )�
�

�
�� 1 denotes MUI caused due to the

interference from the subcarriers of another user.

3. RELATED WORKS

3.1. CFO Estimation

The active users insert pilot subcarriers in OFDMA symbols repeatedly during the transmission. There is
a phase rotation between any two consecutive OFDMA symbols � 2 due to the frequency offset � and it is
given as

� � �2 2�
N

N

s , (7)

where N N Ns g� � .

There is a phase rotation between the first and third OFDMA symbols � 3 due to the frequency offset �
and it is given as

� � �3 2
2

�
N

N

s . (8)

The phase rotation � 3 in (8) is twice that of the rotation � 2 in (7). So, CFO estimation using (8) is more
accurate as compared to the estimation using (7). When the CFOs are small, their range using (8) is exactly a
half of the range using (7) for estimation. If the CFOs and multipath channel remain uniform for M OFDMA
symbols, then the pilot subcarrier is used in the first and Mth OFDMA symbols. It is noted that the same pilot
subcarrier information is present in the first and Mth OFDMA symbols at the same location.

3.1.1. Data Aided Phase Incremental Technique (DA-PIT)

Figure 1 depicts the CFO estimation using the Data Aided Phase Incremental Technique (DA-PIT) [10].
It estimates CFO by inserting pilot subcarrier in each data frame. Here, each active user inserts a pilot
subcarrier in the first and mth OFDMA symbols of their data frame. The location of the pilot subcarrier is
assumed to be available at the receiver.

After performing FFT, the pilot subcarriers are separated from the received data frame. The correlation
C pi ( ) after FFT [11] at the pth pilot subcarrier is given as
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C p Y p Y pi m m M( ) ( ) ( )
*� � �1 , (9)

where Ym(p) and Y pm M� �1( ) represent the pth pilot subcarrier extracted from the mth and (m + M – 1)th
OFDMA symbols.

Using (9), CFO, �� i is estimated as follows:

�
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2 1
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where arg(.) denotes the phase shift between the mth and ( )m M� �1 th OFDMA symbols.

From (10), it is inferred that the required number of computations does not increase with the value of M.
The major drawback of DA-PIT is that CFO is estimated once for M OFDMA symbols. It is necessary to
estimate CFO for each OFDMA symbol for fast varying channels. DA-PIT estimates CFO when it is
identical for M OFDMA symbols.

3.1.2. Modified DA-PIT (MDA-PIT)

Figure 2 depicts the CFO estimation using Modified DA-PIT (MDA-PIT). We consider a quasi-static
channel between the mobile station and base station. Here, the channel is static for one OFDMA symbol.
This technique estimates CFO by inserting pilot subcarrier in each data frame. Here, each active user inserts
a pilot subcarrier in the first and the mth OFDMA symbols of their data frame. The location of the pilot
subcarrier is assumed to be available at the receiver.

After performing FFT, the pilot subcarriers are separated from the received data frame. The correlation
after FFT,U p( ) at the pth pilot subcarrier is given as

U p Y p Y pm m M( ) ( ) ( )� � �1
*

, (11)

where Ym(p) and Y pm M� �1( ) represent the pth pilot subcarrier extracted from the mth and (m + M – 1)th
OFDMA symbols.

Introduce the value

V p X p X pm m M( ) ( ) ( )� � �1 , (12)

where X pm ( ) and X pm M� �1( ) represent the pth pilot subcarrier at the mth and (m + M – 1)th OFDMA
symbols.

CFO of the first and third OFDMA symbols affects respective OFDMA symbols in the transmitted
signal, then
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Fig. 1. CFO estimation using DA-PIT. Fig. 2. MDA-PIT.
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Using (11) and (12), equation (13) is rewritten as follows:
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From (14), CFO �� i is estimated as follows:
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3.2. Time Domain Compensation Technique

3.2.1. Simple Time Domain Multiuser Interference Cancellation (SIMUIC)

In the conventional receiver structure using Single FFT, one block of FFT demodulates all active users at
same time. Considering the scenario with multiple CFOs, a conventional receiver using Single FFT is not
efficient as it demodulates one user at a given time and the remaining users are misaligned. In multiple FFT
receiver structure, one OFDMA demodulation block is assigned to each active user so that the CFO effect is
compensated independently and individually in time domain.

After compensation, the output of OFDMA demodulator for the ith user is given as
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where Au is the diagonal matrix for selecting the subcarriers of particular user, FN is the FFT matrix, the
exponent term exp( / )�k n N2� is the time domain frequency offset correction factor and r(n) is the received
signal in discrete time domain after removing the cyclic prefix. The diagonal elements of A are taken as one
for the subcarriers of particular user and the remaining elements are taken as zero.

From (16) it is observed that the attenuation and self-interference factors are eliminated for the ith user
provided that its CFO value is exactly predicted, while leaving out MUI. A time domain MUI cancellation
scheme is used in multiple FFT receiver structure to eliminate MUI. Initially, received signals are sorted in
the order of signal strength and the base station processes these signals from the highest to lowest power
signal. The time domain approach for cancelling MUI is shown in Fig. 3.

The received signal for the ith user is represented as
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where ri j, represents the feedback from the ith user and the jth iteration and C
i�� is the frequency offset

correction factor given as exp( / )�k n Ni2� . The initial iteration of ri j, is taken as zero.

SIMUIC takes more time delay in the compensation of CFO while synchronizing the last user. This is
because SIMUIC processes the last user after the demodulation of the remaining users. So, it does not
require the information about the channel, but it requires the correct CFO values of each user for
compensation.
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3.3. Frequency Domain Compensation Techniques

3.3.1. Decorrelation Successive Cancellation (DC-SC)

The received signal is the combination of desired signal, ICI and MUI. DC-SC [12] compensates the
effect of ICI and MUI. In DC-SC, the decorrelation method reduces ICI and the successive interference
cancellation method reduces MUI.

3.3.1.1. Decorrelation

In decorrelation method, an interference matrix is constructed using the estimated CFO for a group of
subcarriers that forms a block. The blocks are arranged in decreasing order of their average powers. Then,
the decorrelation is applied to all the subcarriers of the arranged blocks starting from the block having the
highest power.

ICI can be compensated from each block by multiplying the received signal with the inverse of
interference matrix as follows:

� ( � )y C yc i ci i
� �1

, (18)

where y ci
and �y ci

are the subcarrier information of the cth block of the ith user with and without ICI,
respectively, and �C is the interference matrix given as

� ( , , � )C C u ki i� � . (19)

ICI and the phase rotation caused to the desired subcarrier due to frequency offset C k k i( , , � )� are
corrected. The subcarrier information �y ci

obtained from (18) is transmitted with MUI. Then the Successive
Interference Cancellation (SC) scheme reduces MUI.

3.3.1.2. Successive Interference Cancellation (SC)

MUI is eliminated from the subcarrier’s information without ISI. The interference � c k( ) caused by the

cth block of the ith user, N i
c

on the kth subcarrier can be reconstructed with the knowledge of estimated CFO

and the channel as follows:
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where H u X u
i i
( ) ( ) is the transmitted signal of the cth block, C is the interference of the uth subcarrier on the

kth subcarrier with estimated CFO �� i .

Hence, the received output �( )Y k on the kth subcarrier from the cth block after the removal of MUI is given

as
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(a) (b)
Fig. 3. Time domain CFO compensation method (a) and demodulator block for one user (b).
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�( ) ( ) ( )Y k Y k kc� � � , (21)

where Y k y ci
( ) �� .

SC needs correct data decisions on the demapper for accurate MUI cancellation. This process continues
for each subcarrier in all the blocks to eliminate MUI. MUI occurs mostly due to the block of neighbors.
Hence, for reducing the computational complexity it is sufficient to eliminate MUI from neighboring blocks
rather than from all blocks.

The performance of DC-SC is very much dependent on the accurate estimation of CFO. As estimation is
performed in the presence of noise, there exists an offset error RFO. Even a 2% offset introduces a subcarrier
phase shift of almost 22°. Therefore, an iterative IEC approach [8, 13] is introduced on DC-SC.

Figure 4 shows the estimation and compensation employed in IEC. In IEC, the compensated output is fed
back to the estimation stage for the next iteration. Thus, RFO is estimated at the next iteration and the effect
is compensated. The iterative process [14] is repeated to provide a better performance as compared to
DC-SC.

The following steps are performed in IEC.

1. Estimate CFO for K active users, i.e. �� i .

2. Update C u ki i( , , � )� using (4) with �� i .

3. Compensate ICI and MUI using (18) and (21) using C u ki i( , , � )� .

4. Return to step 1 using OFDMA symbols corrected in step 3 for the second iteration.

4. MODIFIED IEC

Modified IEC (MIEC) is proposed to reduce ICI and MUI (Fig. 5). In modified IEC, the difference
between the CFO of two OFDMA symbols lies within the range of RFO. Hence, the effect of ICI and MUI
on the received symbol is precompensated by using the CFO of previous symbol. After precompensation,
RFO is estimated and its effect can be compensated at the next iteration, and thus it reduces CFO estimation
to one per user per symbol.

The disadvantage of MIEC lies in the fact that if CFO of the ith user for the jth OFDMA symbol is larger
than the (j + 1)th OFDMA symbol and vice versa, the net CFO will be more than the original CFO. So, the
MIEC can be used for every P OFDMA symbols where the slow varying channel is assumed. After
performing the MIEC for P OFDMA symbols, the CFO estimation is performed, and this process is repeated
for the next consecutive P OFDMA symbols. CFO for the (j + 1)th OFDMA symbol is updated by
subtracting RFO of the jth CFO from the (j – 1)th CFO.

The following are the steps followed in MIEC.

1. Update C u ki i( , , � )� using (4) with CFO of previous OFDMA symbol �� i .

2. Compensate ICI and MUI using (18), (21), and C u ki i( , , � )� in step 1.

3. Estimate RFO for K active users, i.e. �� i .

4. Compensate ICI and MUI using (18), (21), C u ki i( , , � )� , and �� i from step 3.

5. Update CFO for the next OFDMA symbol.

5. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Table 1 shows the list of parameters used in the simulation to analyze the Bit Error Rate (BER)
performance for various CFO estimation and compensation techniques.
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Fig. 4. Integrated CFO estimation and compensation method. Fig. 5. Modified IEC.
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Figure 6 shows the MSE performance of DA-PIT and MDA-PIT estimations. It is inferred that MDA-PIT
has a better Mean Square Error (MSE) as compared to DA-PIT estimation because CFO estimation is more
accurate due to a smaller number of computations required in MDA-PIT as compared to DA-PIT estimation.

Figure 7 depicts the BER analysis of SIMUIC compensation with DA-PIT and MDA-PIT estimations for
one and two iterations. It can be seen that SIMUIC with MDA-PIT is better than SIMUIC with DA-PIT
estimation due to a smaller number of computations. It can be observed that ICI and MUI are reduced when
SIMUIC compensation and MDA-PIT employ two iterations.

Figure 8 depicts the BER analysis of DC-SC and IEC compensation methods with DA-PIT and
MDA-PIT estimations. It is inferred that IEC DA-PIT and MDA-PIT estimations provide a better BER
performance than DC-SC with DA-PIT and MDA-PIT estimations because ICI and MUI are suppressed
using the iterative approach in IEC.

Figure 9 shows the BER analysis of MIEC compensated with DA-PIT and MDA-PIT estimations. It is
noted that the MIEC with MDA-PIT estimation provides a better BER performance than the MIEC with
DA-PIT estimation as the difference between CFO of any two OFDMA symbols lies within the range of
RFO. Hence, the effect of ICI and MUI on the received symbol is precompensated using the CFO of
previous symbol.

Figure 10 shows the BER analysis of the MIEC, IEC, DC-SC and SIMUIC compensation methods with
DA-PIT estimation for single iteration. Figure 11 shows the BER analysis of the MIEC, IEC and DC-SC
compensation methods with DA-PIT estimation.

From Figs. 10 and 11 it is inferred that IEC with DA-PIT estimation is better than the modified IEC,
DC-SC and SIMUIC with DA-PIT estimation for single iteration because ICI and MUI are suppressed using
the iterative approach in IEC without precompensation.
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Table 1

Simulation parameter Value

Number of users (K) 4

Modulation used 16QAM

Number of subcarriers 1024

Type of subcarrier assignment strategy Block Type

CFO range {–0.1, 0.1}

Average attenuation in multipath channel 3 dB

Fig. 6. MSE performance of DA-PIT and MDA-PIT
estimations.

Fig. 7. BER analysis of SIMUIC with DA-PIT and MDA-PIT
estimations for one and two iterations.
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Figure 12 shows the BER analysis of the MIEC, IEC, DC-SC and SIMUIC compensation methods with
DA-PIT estimation for two iterations. It can be seen that IEC with DA-PIT estimation is better than the
MIEC, DC-SC and SIMUIC with DA-PIT estimation for two iterations because ICI and MUI are suppressed
using the iterative approach in IEC without precompensation.
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Fig. 8. BER analysis of DC-SC and IEC with DA-PIT
and MDA-PIT estimations.

Fig. 9. BER analysis for MIEC with DA-PIT and MDA-PIT
estimations.
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Fig. 10. BER analysis of MIEC, IEC, DC-SC and SIMUIC
for single iteration with DA-PIT estimation.

Fig. 11. BER analysis of MIEC, IEC and DC-SC
with DA-PIT estimation.
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Fig. 12. BER analysis of MIEC, IEC, DC-SC and SIMUIC
for two iterations with DA-PIT estimation.
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Figure 13 shows the BER analysis of the MIEC, IEC, DC-SC and SIMUIC compensation methods with
MDA-PIT estimation for single iteration. Figure 14 shows the BER analysis of the MIEC, IEC and DC-SC
compensation methods with MDA-PIT estimation.

From Figs. 13 and 14 it can be noted that the modified IEC with MDA-PIT estimation is better than IEC,
DC-SC and SIMUIC with MDA-PIT estimation for two iterations. The effect of ICI and MUI on the
received symbol is precompensated using the CFO of previous symbol for a reduced amount of
computations.

Figure 15 shows the BER analysis of the MIEC, IEC, DC-SC and SIMUIC compensation methods with
MDA-PIT estimation for two iterations. It is inferred that the modified IEC with MDA-PIT estimation is
more accurate than IEC, DC-SC and SIMUIC with MDA-PIT estimation for two iterations. The effect of ICI
and MUI on the received symbol is pre-compensated using the CFO of previous symbol for a smaller
number of computations.

Figure 16 shows the BER analysis of the MIEC, IEC and DC-SC compensation methods with DA-PIT
and MDA-PIT estimations. It is inferred that the MIEC with MDA-PIT estimation outperforms DC-SC and
IEC with DA-PIT and MDA-PIT estimations.

This is due to the efficient suppression of ICI and MUI with a fewer number of computations and due to
the fact that the difference between CFO of any two OFDMA symbols lies within the range of RFO. Hence,
the effect of ICI and MUI on the received symbol is precompensated using the CFO of previous symbol.
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Fig. 13. BER analysis of MIEC, IEC, DC-SC and SIMUIC
for single iteration with MDA-PIT estimation.

Fig. 14. BER analysis of MIEC, IEC and DC-SC with
MDA-PIT estimation.
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Fig. 15. BER analysis of MIEC, IEC, DC-SC and SIMUIC
for two iterations with MDA-PIT estimation.

Fig. 16. BER analysis of MIEC, DC-SC and IEC with DA-PIT
and MDA-PIT estimations.
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6. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we propose a new efficient compensation and estimation approach in uplink OFDMA for
Mobile WiMax. Simulation results had shown that modified IEC with MDA-PIT estimation outperformed
SIMUIC, DC-SC and IEC with DA-PIT and MDA-PIT estimation methods.

Modified IEC had superior performance due to the elimination of ICI and MUI efficiently. It was based
on frequency domain approach and required a smaller number of computations to suppress ICI and MUI
using slow varying channel concept. The difference between CFO of any two OFDMA symbols fell within
the range of RFO. Hence, the effect of ICI and MUI on the received symbol was pre-compensated using the
CFO of previous symbol.
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